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Prints from Paper	




Daguerrotype 
  
- Louis Daguerre discovered it in 1835 and 
1839 
- good nuanced, accurate structured pictures 
- advantage: you can see the smallest details  
	

Calotype (or Talbotype) 
  
- battle between Daguerre and Talbot 
- developed the negative-positive technique 
- breakthrough because you could made 
deductions 
- the discovery changed the entire course of 
photography and made it possible for mass 
printing and pulications of photography 
	




- the chief of use of the calotype was not for portraiture but for 
recording architecture and landscapes 
- much activity in this field by British amateurs like Thomas Keith, 
who made a number of excellent calotypes of Edinburgh  
- Louis Desiré Blanquart-Evrard, wqho invented the albumen paper 
and enabled to produce photographs in bulk 
- an important use for these mass produced prints was for the 
illustration of books  
  
 - in summary Talbot's technique proved to be the first successful 
way of making paper photographs 
	

	




The Faithful Witness 













Queen Victoria	

Francois Guizot	


Portaits for 

the Million 



 
 
carte-de-visite : Disderi invented the easily accessible form of 
the small photograph.  
    --> paper print pasted on a mount measuring 4 by 2.5 inches. 
Eight or a dozen poses could be taken on one negative.   
   

-  daguerreotype, ambrotype, 
and tintype methods become 
obsolete	




“Lincoln is a noble 
interpretation of the 
much photographed 
president, who once 
said that his Cooper 
Union speech and 
Brady’s photographs 
put him in office” 

	




Cabinet Photograph	

In America, this was a 5 ¼ by 4 inches 

print that was made popular by the need 
for an outlet for publicity. Actors and 

actresses pushed this trend as theatrical 
photographs.  

Oscar Wilde	


Sara Berhardt	


Nikola Tesla	




“all day long I must pose and arrange for those eternal photographs. 
They will have me. Nobody but me will do; while I burn, I ache, I die, 
for something that is truly art...I want to make pictures of myself, to 
group a thousand shapes that crowd my imagination. That relieves 
me, the other oppresses me.” 
                                                    -  Napoleon Sarony 

What power or value do 
photographs hold? What 
happens to an image that 
becomes widespread? 



John Berger’s Ways of Seeing	


	

- Seeing 
	

- The Images 
	

- Photography	




Seeing	


- explain the relationship between words and what we see 


- we see first and then use words to explain the world 
	


-The act of seeing is active; it is an act of choice. 	




The Image	


 
 
- ‘An image is a sight which has been recreated or 
reproduced . . . which has been detached from the place and 
time in which it first made its appearance . . .’ 
 
- When images from the past are presented as works of art, 
their meanings are obscured (mystified) by learnt assumptions 
such as beauty, truth, Status, Form, etc 
 
- When we see art from the past, we have the opportunity to 
place ourselves in history.  
	




Photography	


"After the invention of the camera this contradiction gradually 
became apparent."	




Example of Reproductions	


http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=peONDtyn8bM 
	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	


 Berger cites the example of two almost identical paintings of the 
Virgin of the Rocks by Leonardo da Vinci. One is at the National 

Gallery and other at the Louvre. In both institutions, their art 
historians’ prime concern is not the meaning of the image but to 

prove that their image is the original and the other, the copy. 	




Ways of Seeing  Publicity & 
Advertisement 

 
John Berger 



"In no other form of society in history has 
there been such a concentration of images, 
such a density of visual images."	




"And publicity is the process of 
manufacturing glamour." 	


•  freedom 
•  competitive companies 
•  transformation 
•  envy as a form of reassurance	


"The publicity image 
steals her love of 

herself as she is and 
offers it back to her 
for the price of the 

product." 



OIL PAINTING VS. LANGUAGE OF PUBLICITY	

Similarities	
        Oil Painting                Publicity 

	


	

•  belongs to cultural 

heritage 
•  "You are what you 

have" 
•  Already enjoying 

what he/she already 
has 

•  addressed to people 
who make money 
outside of the 
market 

•  spectator-owner	


	

•  belongs to consumer 

society 
•  Nostalgic; sell past 

to the future 
•  Unsatisfied with 

way of life 
•  Addressed to who 

constitutes the 
market 

•  spectator-buyer	




"The contrast between 
publicity's interpretation 
of the world and the 
world's actual condition 
is a very stark one..."	




"Usually it is we who pass the 
image-- walking, traveling, turning a 
page; on a TV screen it is somewhat 
different but even then we are 
theoretically the active agent-- we 
can look away, turn the sound, make 
some coffee. "	


"Yet despite this, one has the 
impression that publicity images are 
continually passing us...until the 
newspaper is thrown away, the 
television programme continues or 
the poster is posted over." 	


Discussion: 
	

In the relationship between the viewer/consumer and the publicity 
image, who is the static element and who is the dynamic element?	



